
  

Flying Costs the Earth…
Flying is one of the most important contributions to climate 

chaos…most of us are aware of that but still find difficult to 

break the habit of using the plane…

“It saves me so much time”

“Flights are really cheap”

“It’s so easy”

…so why do we keep  flying?

“Everyone does it!”

Why not… 

• enjoy our surroundings more regularly? 
  Weekends can become small holidays!

• go on long holidays less often but with more
  time? We can get to know the places better!

• get to know new parts of Britain? There’s so
  much to discover!
• travel by train, coach, ferry or bike?
  There’s so much to see along the journey.

 Don’t miss it!

…let’s travel differently!

Everyone counts!:
There are already many people
that have decided not to fly…

why not to join them… one
can make a difference.

Family & Friends: Explain them why
you don’t use the plane and suggest
alternative dates or places to meet

…doing thigs differently can be fun!

Time: Sometimes this is true
but often we forget the time we sepend to get
to the airport and the time we waste there…
why not to use that time to contemplate

 the views on the way?

Cost: train, coach
or ferry can be also economic! You

can book in advance and get offers…
you can also combine between them

to reduce costs and time.



  

…How do I get around?
45% of flights within Europe are less than 500km - about the distance from London to 
the Scottish border. These journeys could quite easily be made  by other means of 
transport like bus, ferry and train - all of which are over ten times less polluting. Even 
within Europe it is easy and cheap to travel without plane - and we can see so much. 
Awesome! Check it out!

Lancaster

Forest of Bowland
By bike: 30min. “it’s really 
nice! Trees and Squirrels…” £0

Arnside
By train: 18min.wonderful 
old train stations! £3.6
By bike: 3h“a preamble to the
lakes along the canal (flat!!)” £0

Barcelona (from Paris)
By train: 12.5h overnight (with 
beds) or 8.5h (daytime)  £45 - £90
By coach: 14h £25 - £50

Paris (Via London) 
By train: 6h, £45 - £160
By coach: 20h, from £40

Prices one-way, 2nd class, without railcards: from “early booking (special offers)” to “standard price”.
Find tips about cheap prices: www.knowledgelab.org.uk/wiki/AUL/climateaction/travelling

Exeter
By train: 4.5h”Experience England
from north to south!” £28

Izmir (from Milan)
By train and ferry: 3d ”see all Italy,
get to know Greek islands” £90 - £140

Milan (from Paris)
By train: 7h “have a look 
at the Alps” £40 - £99

You might be thinking that it’s not enough to change individual’s habits of flying to stop climate chaos.

You are not alone! It is important to change more than individual actions in order to change our mobility 

patterns…there are more people in Lancaster who think like this. Come along to meetings!

lancasterclimateaction@riseup.net

The Basement (under Single Step), 78a Penny St, Lancaster, 

Tel: 01524 383012 


